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ABSTRACT

An ensemble of 10 forecasts is produced for the 20May 2013 Newcastle–Moore EF5 tornado and its parent

supercell using a horizontal grid spacing of 50m, nested within ensemble forecasts with 500-m horizontal grid

spacing initialized via ensemble Kalman filter data assimilation of surface and radar observations. Tornadic

circulations are predicted in all members, though the intensity, track, and longevity of the predicted tornado

vary substantially among members. Overall, tornadoes in the ensemble forecasts persisted longer and moved

to the northeast faster than the observed tornado. In total, 8 of the 10 ensemble members produce tornadoes

with winds corresponding to EF2 intensity or greater, with maximum instantaneous near-surface horizontal

wind speeds of up to 130m s21 and pressure drops of up to 120 hPa; values similar to those reported in

observational studies of intense tornadoes. The predicted intense tornadoes all acquire well-defined two-cell

vortex structure, and exhibit features common in observed tornadic storms, including a weak-echo notch and

low reflectivity within the mesocyclone. Ensemble-based probabilistic tornado forecasts based upon near-

surface wind and/or vorticity fields at 10m above the surface produce skillful forecasts of the tornado in terms

of area under the relative operating characteristic curve, with probability swaths extending along and to the

northeast of the observed tornado path. When probabilistic swaths of 0–3- and 2–5-km updraft helicity are

compared to the swath of wind at 10m above the surface exceeding 29m s21, a slight northwestward bias is

present, although the pathlength, orientation, and the placement of minima and maxima show very strong

agreement.

1. Introduction

To increase the lead time and accuracy of tornado

warnings, it is essential that we shift the paradigm of

issuing tornado warnings from one based on extrapo-

lation from current observations (warn-on-detection)

to one based on short-term, high-resolution numerical

weather prediction (NWP) model forecasts (Warn-on-

Forecast; Stensrud et al. 2009, 2013). The current warn-

on-detection paradigm has enabled warning lead times

of about 14min on average for tornadoes, but such lead

times are likely near the upper limit (Stensrud et al.

2013; Xue et al. 2014). Because forecast errors grow very

quickly, and large uncertainty exists in NWP forecasts

at the scales necessary to resolve tornadoes, ensemble

forecasts are necessary for capturing the possible range

of intensity, location and timing of predicted tornadoes,

as well as their uncertainties.

Because of the very high computational costs of ex-

plicitly resolving tornadoes (or tornado-like vortices)

within NWP models, much recent work has focused on

the prediction of the parent storms of tornadoes, espe-

cially tornadic supercells. Such studies have mostly fo-

cused on data assimilation techniques, forecast model

configurations, and proxy products (e.g., Dowell et al.

2004; Hu et al. 2006; Hu and Xue 2007; Jung et al. 2012;Corresponding author: Nathan Snook, nsnook@ou.edu
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Dawson et al. 2012; Clark et al. 2012, 2013; Tanamachi

et al. 2013; Snook et al. 2016; Supinie et al. 2016; Skinner

et al. 2018; Flora et al. 2018). These studies have dem-

onstrated that, with proper assimilation of radar obser-

vations, skillful prediction of tornadic supercells as well

as mesocyclone circulations within tornadic supercells

is possible on time scales of up to a few hours. Similar

successes have been achieved with tornadoes develop-

ing within a mesoscale convective system, where meso-

vortices of similar spatial scales develop in place of

mesocyclones (Schenkman et al. 2011; Snook et al. 2012;

X. Xu et al. 2015). The aforementioned studies typically

use horizontal grid spacing ranging from 500m to 3km.

Such grids are capable of simulating the tornadic parent

storms but insufficient to capture the circulations of a

tornado or tornado-like vortex; for these, a horizontal

grid spacing of 100m or less is generally necessary.

Previous tornado simulations have often used ideal-

ized model configurations in which a single sound-

ing is used to define a horizontally homogeneous storm

environment while the storm is initialized by a ther-

mal bubble or other artificial means (e.g., Wicker and

Wilhelmson 1995). Snook and Xue (2008) simulated

tornado-like vortices in idealized supercells using

100-m horizontal grid spacing and studied the impact

of microphysical drop size distribution parameters on

tornadogenesis. Lerach et al. (2008), another idealized

simulation study, used 111-m grid spacing and focused

on aerosol influences on tornadogenesis. More re-

cently, the single-sounding-based simulation studies of

Roberts et al. (2016) andRoberts andXue (2017) using a

50-m grid spacing examined the effects of surface drag

and identified vorticity generated from surface drag as

the primary source of vorticity for mesocyclone and

tornadogenesis in their simulations.

Hu and Xue (2007) and Xue et al. (2014) were among

the first studies to produce realistic forecasts of observed

tornadoes—specifically, an F4 intensity tornado that

occurred on 8 May 2003 in a supercell thunderstorm

near Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Using multiple nested

grids, and a 50-m horizontal grid spacing on the inner-

most grid, their simulations produced two tornadoes

which tracked within 10km of the observed tornado

path. By analyzing the simulation data of Xue et al.

(2014), Schenkman et al. (2014) found that surface

drag was an important source of low-level vorticity for

the developing tornado. Building upon this work,

Schenkman et al. (2016) further examined the origins of

internal outflow surges within the 8May 2003 simulation

dataset, and found that these surges played a key role

in instigating tornadogenesis. Using a similar simula-

tion methodology, Schenkman et al. (2012) success-

fully produced simulations of tornadoes forming within

a mesoscale convective system using 100-m grid spac-

ing that allowed for investigation of tornadogenesis

dynamics. The simulations of these studies assimilated

Doppler weather radar data for storm initialization.

Starting from initial conditions from an operational

mesoscale forecasting system, Mashiko et al. (2009)

obtained successful simulations of a tornado associated

with a supercellular storm within a landfalling tropical

cyclone; quadruply nested grids were used to reach a

50-m grid spacing over the tornadic storm. More re-

cently, Mashiko (2016a, b) obtained reasonable sim-

ulations for a supercell tornado of F3 intensity that

occurred in Tsukuba, Japan, using 50-m grid spacing,

again starting from operational mesoscale analysis.

Most recently, Yokota et al. (2018) produced ensemble

forecasts at 50-m grid spacing for tornadoes occurring

within a supercell storm over Japan, focusing on torna-

dogenesis dynamics.

The tornado-resolving simulation studies discussed

above have, with the exception of Yokota et al. (2018),

all been based on deterministic prediction of tornadoes

or tornado-like vortices, and have primarily focused

on investigation of processes responsible for tornado-

genesis within individual tornado forecasts. While de-

terministic forecasts can provide useful insights into

dynamical and thermodynamic processes occurring

within the model storm, Warn-on-Forecast predictions

for tornadoes will require an ensemble-based proba-

bilistic approach to forecasting in order to properly

characterize the uncertainty that tends to grow very

fast in forecasts at the subkilometer scale (Lorenz

1969). With this in mind, in this study we produce

and verify ensemble forecasts using a 50-m tornado-

resolving grid spacing for the Newcastle–Moore EF5

tornado of 20 May 2013 and its parent supercell. This

ensemble is nested within the storm-scale ensemble

forecasts of Snook et al. (2016), which used a 500-m

horizontal grid spacing with initial conditions from

ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) data assimilation of

radar and conventional weather observations. To our

knowledge, the current study represents the first at-

tempt to produce and evaluate ensemble predictions of

real tornadoes, at a resolution sufficient to explicitly

resolve tornadoes. Prediction of tornadoes using en-

sembles capable of directly resolving tornadoes avoids

the need for relying on proxy parameters (such as UH)

to infer the potential of tornadoes when the models are

incapable of resolving tornadoes directly. Further-

more, when tornadoes are directly resolved within the

forecasts, we will be able to investigate the actual tor-

nado formation, maintenance and decay processes, and

the predictability of actual tornadoes, including their

timing, intensity, track length, etc. (Sun et al. 2018,
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manuscript submitted to Geophys. Res. Lett.). Estab-

lishing the feasibility of explicit ensemble probabilis-

tic prediction of tornadoes is an important goal of this

paper, which is also the vision and long-term goal

of the NOAA Warn-on-Forecast project (Stensrud

et al. 2009).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

section 2 contains a brief overview of the 20 May 2013

Newcastle–Moore EF5 tornado case. Section 3 details

the experiment design and verification techniques used

in the study. Results of the ensemble forecast experi-

ment are presented and ensemble-based probabilistic

forecast products are verified in section 4, and a general

summary and discussion are presented in section 5.

2. A brief overview of the 20 May 2013
Newcastle–Moore EF5 tornado

Early in the afternoon of 20 May 2013, a 500-hPa

trough was positioned from eastern South Dakota

extending to northeastern New Mexico. Conditions

over central Oklahoma were favorable for the devel-

opment of supercell storms; a sounding from Norman,

OK (KOUN), taken at 1800 UTC indicated mixed-layer

CAPE exceeding 3000 J kg21, along with 0–1-km storm-

relative helicity of approximately 130m2 s22. A distinct

dryline was present near and west of Interstate 35

in central and southwest Oklahoma. Severe weather,

including tornadoes, was expected by operational fore-

casters; the 1630 UTC Storm Prediction Center con-

vective outlook included a moderate risk region with a

10% or greater probability of EF2–EF5 tornadoes along

and east of the dryline in Oklahoma.

Between 1830 and 1930UTC, several supercell storms

developed and rapidly intensified ahead of the dryline.

The supercell storms moved to the northeast, produc-

ing reported severe hail and several tornadoes as they

passed over central Oklahoma. The most damaging of

the tornadoes produced on 20 May 2013 was an EF5

tornado that passed through the cities of Newcastle,

Moore, and Oklahoma City in central Oklahoma.

The Newcastle–Moore EF5 tornado began near

Newcastle at approximately 1956 UTC, and moved

initially northeastward and then east-northeastward

through Oklahoma City and Moore, eventually dissi-

pating in a rural area east of Moore at 2035 UTC

(Burgess et al. 2014). Both the tornado and its parent

storm were well-observed by NWS WSR-88D KTLX

at Twin Lakes, Oklahoma, which is located approxi-

mately 20 km east of Moore. The damage path of

the tornado was also observed in great detail by a

National Weather Service storm survey of the tor-

nado damage; based on the results of this survey, the

tornado traversed a path 23km in length with a maxi-

mum width of over 1700m, and resulted in 24 fatalities,

212 injuries, and thousands of damaged or destroyed

structures (Burgess et al. 2014). The path and intensity of

the tornado are shown in Fig. 1. An in-depth discussion of

the tornado and the NWS damage survey can be found in

Burgess et al. (2014); additional information on the storms

of 20 May 2013 can also be found in Zhang et al. (2015).

3. Ensemble design and methodology

In this study, an ensemble of tornado-resolving fore-

casts is run using 50-m grid spacing; the 50-m forecasts

FIG. 1. Approximate path and intensity of the 20 May 2013 Newcastle–Moore EF5 tornado

based upon the results of a National Weather Service damage survey. Tornado intensity, in

terms of EF scale rating, is indicated by color shading. City borders are plotted as thick black

lines—relevant cities have been labeled—and roads are shown in light gray.
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are one-way nested within an ensemble of forecasts at a

coarser 500-m horizontal grid spacing. The 500-m en-

semble consists of 40 members, while the 50-m ensem-

ble, due to the high computational cost, consists of ten

members nested within selected members of the 500-m

ensemble. Both ensembles are run using the Advanced

Regional Prediction System (ARPS) (Xue et al. 2000,

2001). The ARPS ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) (Xue

et al. 2006; Tong and Xue 2008;Wang et al. 2013) is used

to perform data assimilation (DA) on the 500-m grid.

The specifics of the 500- and 50-m grids are discussed in

detail below.

As described in Snook et al. (2016), EnKF DA cycles

are performed on the 500-m grid, and are initialized at

1800UTC 20May 2013 from the 0000UTC 20May 2013

experimental 40-member storm-scale ensemble fore-

casts of CAPS (SSEFs) (Kong et al. 2014) that were run

in real time as part of the 2013 NOAA Hazardous

Weather Testbed (HWT) spring experiment. The 2013

CAPS SSEFs used version 3.4.1 of the WRF-ARW

(Skamarock et al. 2008). The CAPS SSEF used multi-

ple planetary boundary layer schemes to help increase

ensemble spread, and the initial and boundary condition

perturbations of the CAPS SSEF came from the op-

erational Short-Range Ensemble Forecasting (SREF)

system; details regarding specific model settings and

member configurations for the 2013 CAPS SSEFs can be

found in CAPS (2013). Lateral boundary conditions for

the 500-m grid during the DA cycles and subsequent

forecasts are also provided by the CAPS SSEFs.

The 500-m domain has 603 3 653 3 63 grid points

and covers portions of Oklahoma and far northern

Texas (Fig. 2). The model grid is stretched in the verti-

cal, with a minimum vertical grid spacing of 50m near

the surface and an average vertical spacing of 425m.

Other settings are chosen following Snook et al. (2015).

Physics options within the ARPS model are identical

for all members, and include the NASA Goddard

Space Flight Center long- and shortwave radiation

parameterization, a combination of a 1.5-orderDeardorff

(1980) type subgrid-scale turbulence closure scheme and

the 1D convective boundary layer turbulence closure

scheme of Sun and Chang (1986), a two-layer soil model,

and stability-dependent surface flux parameterization

using predicted surface temperature and soil moisture

content. The 1D boundary layer turbulence closure

scheme is only active when the planetary boundary layer

is convectively unstable. While this scheme should not be

necessary on the 50-m grid, including it makes the tran-

sition of boundary layer solutions across the 50- and

500-m boundaries more smooth. Surface terrain is from

the USGS terrain elevation model with a resolution of

30 arc s. All ensemble members use the two-moment

version of Milbrandt and Yau (2005) microphysics

scheme, on both grids during the EnKF DA cycles and

subsequent forecasts. Details on the ARPS physics

schemes can be found in Xue et al. (2001) and the per-

formance of the Milbrandt and Yau (2005) for supercell

storm simulations are documented in Dawson et al.

(2010, 2015).

On the 500-m grid, the ARPS EnKF DA system

is used to assimilate radar observations of radar reflec-

tivity factor Z and radial velocity Vr, as well as avail-

able surface observations, including those from the

Oklahoma Mesonet, at 5-min intervals from 1830 to

1930 UTC. Data from five WSR-88Ds are assimilated;

the radar sites are: Oklahoma City, OK (KTLX); Vance

Air Force Base, OK (KVNX); Frederick, OK (KFDR);

FortWorth, TX (KFWS); andDyessAir Force Base, TX

(KDYX). The ensemble analyses and forecasts from the

500-m grid generally capture the three primary supercell

thunderstorms, including the Newcastle–Moore storm,

reasonably well in terms of location, size, and evolution

(Snook et al. 2016). For a detailed description of the

EnKF settings used, as well as an in-depth discussion of

analysis and forecast results from the 500-m ensemble,

we refer the reader to Snook et al. (2016).

The domain extent and membership size of the 50-m

ensemble are limited due to the extreme computational

FIG. 2. Spatial extent of the 500- and 50-m grids. The number of

horizontal grid points in each domain is noted (603 3 653 grid

points for the 500-m grid, and 20033 1433 grid points for the 50-m

grid). The track of the 20May 2013Newcastle–Moore EF5 tornado

is shown in red.
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expense of running NWP forecasts at such high resolu-

tion. For the configuration used in this study, running a

90-min forecast for a single member of the 50-m en-

semble requires approximately 100h of wallclock time

on 2860 processors on the University of Texas Ad-

vanced Computing Center (TACC) Stampede2 super-

computer. For this reason, we chose 10 out of the 40 (in

total) 500-m ensemble members to nest the 50-m en-

semble forecasts within. The 500-m ensemble forecasts

valid at 1950, 1955, 2000, and 2005 UTC (just before

and during the initial stages of the observed tornado)

were subjectively evaluated in terms of the intensity of

near-surface circulation in the parent storm of the

Newcastle–Moore tornado and its placement relative to

the observed tornado track. To help maintain the en-

semble spread, and to facilitate future investigations of

practical tornado predictability, we selected five mem-

bers which, based on the aforementioned evaluations,

represented the structure and placement of the near-

surface circulation of the Newcastle–Moore storm rel-

atively well on the 500-m grid and five which did not

represent those features as well to serve as initial and

boundary conditions for the 50-m forecasts. In discus-

sions of the 50-m ensemble, we will label these members

as 1–10, with the five members initialized from ‘‘good’’

500-mmembers being labeled 1–5, and the fivemembers

initialized from ‘‘poor’’ 500-m members being labeled

6–10. Though it would be better to have a larger en-

semble so that more possibilities could be sampled and

the probabilistic forecasting skill might increase (e.g.,

Clark et al. 2011), the resource constraints prevent

this in the current study. We note that operational

convection-allowing forecast ensembles, such as version

2 of theHighResolution Ensemble Forecast (HREFv2),

have provided operationally useful forecasts of severe

weather using approximately 10 members.

The 50-m ensemble is initialized at 1930 UTC, by in-

terpolating the final 500-m EnKF analyses to the 50-m

grid (the observed Newcastle–Moore EF5 tornado be-

gins at 1956 UTC, 26min after this initialization time).

This timing for initialization of the 50-m grid is chosen

to provide sufficient lead time for prediction of the

Newcastle–Moore tornado. The 50-m grid has 20033
1433 3 63 grid points covering the Oklahoma City

metropolitan area and portions of several nearby

counties (Fig. 2)—the size and position of this grid were

contain the Newcastle–Moore tornado and its parent

storm to the best extent possible while remaining within

the constraints of computational expense. Stretched

vertical grid spacing is used, with a minimum vertical

grid spacing of 20m near the surface and an aver-

age vertical grid spacing of 340m. Within the lowest

kilometer above the surface, the average vertical grid

spacing is 114m. The smaller minimum vertical grid

spacing at the surface than that of 500-m grid allows

for better treatment of near surface processes, in-

cluding frictionally generated vorticity that has been

found to be important for tornadogenesis in our ear-

lier studies (Schenkman et al. 2014; Roberts et al.

2016; Roberts and Xue 2017). Physics parameteriza-

tion settings are the same as on the 500-m grid. On the

50-m grid, fourth-order computational mixing (oper-

ating in the ARPSmodel computational space) is used

with a coefficient of 2.0 3 504 3 1023m4 s21 in the

horizontal and 1.03 3404 3 1023m4 s21 in the vertical

to help suppress near-grid-scale noise. The 50-m

forecasts are run for 90min, ending at 2100 UTC

(approximately 25min after the dissipation of the

observed Newcastle–Moore tornado). Model outputs

are saved at one-minute intervals.

4. Forecast results

a. Overview of tornadoes predicted by the 50-m
ensemble

Tornado-like vortices were predicted in all ten mem-

bers of the 50-m ensemble, with eight members pre-

dicting tornadoes with winds exceeding the enhanced

Fujita scale (American Meteorological Society 2013)

EF2 threshold (50ms21) and four members predicting

tornadoes with winds exceeding the EF5 threshold

(90ms21). A paintball plot of wind exceeding the EF0

threshold (29m s21) at the first model level (about 10m)

above the surface during the 90-min forecast period is

presented in Fig. 3. As Fig. 3 plots any winds exceeding

the EF0 threshold, regions of strong nontornadic winds

appear in rare instances (such as the small north–south

region located to the east of Norman,OK, inmember 9),

but the vast majority of the winds plotted in Fig. 3 are

associated with tornadoes produced by the Newcastle–

Moore storm. The discrete nature of the wind swaths in

Fig. 3, particularly notable near the observed tornado

track in members 3 and 4, and near the northeast end of

the wind swaths of members 8, is an artifact of the one-

minute data output interval. In all but one of the en-

semble members, tornadic activity continues after the

end of the observed tornado at 2035 UTC, with the bulk

of the tornadic activity in the ensemble occurring be-

tween 2020 and 2100 UTC (Fig. 3). Coupled with faster

than observed storm motion to the northeast within

the ensemble, the tracks of many of the tornadoes pre-

dicted within the ensemble extend well to the northeast

of the observed tornado track (Fig. 3). Also, the motion

of the predicted tornadoes exhibits a somewhat more

northward component than that of the observed tornadic
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mesocyclone, as suggested by the locations of NWS

warnings for the storm (Fig. 3).

The duration of tornadoes in each of the ensemble

members, as well as that of the observed Newcastle–

Moore tornado, is plotted in Fig. 4. The observed tor-

nado duration is based on the times reported in theNWS

damage survey (Burgess et al. 2014), while the duration

of tornadoes in the ensemble members is defined to be

all times at which wind speed exceeds 29ms21 (EF0)

and vertical vorticity exceeds 0.4 s21 in the vicinity of the

supercell updraft at the first level (;10m) above the

model surface—this vorticity threshold was chosen

empirically via preliminary evaluations of model fore-

cast fields and structures. Duration of tornadoes within

the ensemble ranges from 3min (member 10) to more

than an hour (member 4), with four ensemble members

(1, 4, 5, and 6) predicting tornadoes that last at least as

long as the observed tornado (about 40min) (Fig. 4).

Multiple tornadic events associatedwith theNewcastle–

Moore storm, in terms of the surface wind speed, are

predicted in seven of the 10 ensemble members (Fig. 4).

Members 1, 2, 4, and 8 exhibit two separate tornadoes,

members 7 and 9 each exhibit four, and member

3 exhibits five separate tornadic events. In each of

the members exhibiting multiple tornadoes, a rela-

tively strong near-surface circulation remains continu-

ously present in the vicinity of the simulated hook echo

between the tornadic events, but the wind speed asso-

ciated with the circulation drops below the threshold of

29ms21 used as a criterion for the presence of a tornado

during the gaps indicated in Fig. 4. In other words, some of

the separate occurrences of ‘‘tornadic events’’ are actually

part of the same continuous tornado vortex.

The initial time of tornado formation varied widely

among the ensemble members, with four members (2, 3,

4, and 7) predicting tornadoes that began at least 20min

prior to the onset of the observed tornado, and four

members (5, 6, 8, and 10) predicting tornadoes that be-

gan at least 20min later than observed. In member 4,

where the strongest tornadic circulation forms near the

FIG. 3. Swaths of wind speed exceeding the EF0 threshold (29 m s21) at the first model level above the

surface for each of the ten members of the 50-m ensemble, color-coded by ensemble member. Urban areas

are outlined in gray, county boundaries are denoted by thin black lines, and the observed extent of EF0 or

greater damage from the Newcastle–Moore tornado is indicated by a thick black contour. Tornado warnings

issued between 1930 and 2100 UTC by the NWS Norman WFO, labeled by time of issuance, are plotted (dark

red boxes) for comparison. The earliest and latest times at which tornadoes were present for the observed

tornado (‘‘Obs.’’) and for each member (‘‘1’’–‘‘10’’) are listed in the upper-left inset as a general reference

for timing.
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start of the observed tornado, the predicted tornado

does not dissipate as quickly as the observed tornado;

the tornado in member 4 is present through the end of

the forecast period at 2100 UTC, while the observed

tornado dissipates by 2035 UTC (Fig. 4). In contrast,

member 3 predicts a tornado which forms very near the

start of the observed tornado track and moves only

slightly to the north of the observed track (Fig. 3), per-

sisting for 23min. Because of the relatively fast storm

motion of the ensemble members, though, this tornado

occurs almost entirely prior to the start of the observed

tornado (Fig. 4). The faster movement speed of pre-

dicted supercells than observed is consistent with a

number of earlier studies (e.g., Stensrud and Gao 2010;

Dawson et al. 2012; Xue et al. 2014; Yussouf et al. 2015;

Supinie et al. 2017), and this issue will be discussed in

more detail in the concluding section.

Particularly in members 1, 4, and 6, the predicted

tornadoes become quite intense. Time series of instan-

taneous domain-wide maximum horizontal wind speed

and most extreme negative pressure perturbation at a

data interval of 0.2 s, as well as 3-s running averages of

these fields, are plotted for all 10 ensemble members in

Fig. 5. The 3-s averages are plotted to correspond to the

standard of ‘‘maximum 3-s wind gust at 10m’’ used by

the EF scale (as was done in, e.g., Dahl et al. 2017).

While the values shown are obtained from domain-wide

data, these extrema are almost all closely collocated

with the near-surface circulation of the model supercell

and occur near the first level above the model surface

(;10m), particularly at times when a tornado is present.

Peak 10-m wind speeds exceed 100m s21 in members

1, 4, and 6 in both the instantaneous data (Fig. 5a) and

the 3-s running average (Fig. 5b), with the most intense

tornadoes occurring later in the forecast period (2020–

2100 UTC). The most intense tornado, predicted by

member 1, has a peak instantaneous 10-m wind speed of

nearly 140ms21 (Fig. 5a). Significant variation in max-

imum wind speed is evident during times when an in-

tense tornado is present; the most intense winds occur

in peaks lasting only a few seconds, and peak winds

within the intense tornadoes of members 1, 4, and 6

often vary by more than 20m s21 over time spans

of ,10 s (Fig. 5a). These extreme variations are some-

what lessened, and the magnitude of the maximum wind

slightly decreased, in the 3-s average (Fig. 5b), though

fluctuations exceeding 10ms21 on time scales of several

seconds remain even in the running average.

During the times that intense tornadoes are present in

members 1, 4, and 6, large negative perturbations, ex-

ceeding 60hPa in magnitude, are present in air pressure

at 10m above the surface (Fig. 5c). The most extreme

negative pressure perturbation, more than 120 hPa, oc-

curs in member 1 late in the forecast period, while

members 4 and 6 exhibit maximum negative pres-

sure perturbations of approximately 95 and 90hPa re-

spectively (Fig. 5c). Pressure extrema for thesemembers

in the 3-s running average (Fig. 5d) are only slightly

reduced in magnitude. These pressure deficits are simi-

lar to those reported in previous studies for measure-

ments taken by in situ instruments in intense tornadoes

(e.g., Karstens et al. 2010) and Dawson et al. (2016)

showed this pressure deficit can contribute significantly

to the positive buoyancy of air parcels entering the

tornado vortex.

b. Structure of intense tornadoes in the model

Simulated near-surface radar reflectivity fields in

the vicinity of the model tornadoes exhibit very distinct

hook echoes; examples from the predicted tornadoes

in members 1 and 4 at 2040 UTC are plotted in Fig. 6a

and Fig. 7a. Members 1 and 4 are among the four

members that predict tornadoes of EF5 intensity

(Fig. 5b); at 2040 UTC, the tornado in member 1 is near

its maximum intensity, while the tornado in member

4 is less intense, typical of the type of circulation seen

in many ensemble members (Fig. 5). In both mem-

bers, the predicted tornado is located within the hook,

just to the south of its tip (indicated by the black con-

tours of vorticity .0.4 s21 in Fig. 6a and Fig. 7a. These

simulated near-surface reflectivity fields closely re-

semble near-surface radar observations of tornadoes

FIG. 4. Duration of the observed Newcastle–Moore tornado and

predicted tornadoes from all ensemble members (1–10). Torna-

does are indicated as being present in ensemble members at times

when, associated with the tornadic circulation, winds at the first

model level above the surface exceeded 29m s21 and maximum

vorticity exceeded 0.4 s21. The faded line segments for members 3,

4, 7, 8, and 9 indicate the presence of a continuous, subtornado-

intensity, near-surface circulation between tornadoes (i.e., a single,

continuous vortex rather than fully discrete tornadic events). The

duration of the observed tornado is also shaded in light gray to

facilitate comparison with the ensemble members.
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reported in previous studies (e.g., Bluestein et al. 2007;

Tanamachi et al. 2012; Wurman and Kosiba 2013), and

contain several of the prominent features reported in

those studies, including the weak-echo notch, and a

region of relatively low reflectivity within the tornadic

circulation itself.

Observed radar reflectivity (Fig. 8a) and radial ve-

locity (Fig. 8b) fromWSR-88D radar site KTLX for the

Newcastle–Moore supercell at 2013 UTC, when the

tornado was near its peak intensity, are shown in Fig. 8.

The overall supercell structure, and the size and location

of the tornado circulations in members 1 (Fig. 6) and 4

(Fig. 7) are similar to those of the observed tornado and

its parent storm (Fig. 8). In terms of reflectivity struc-

ture, it should be noted that the simulated reflectivity

from the ensemble members (Figs. 6a and 7a) lacks the

ability to capture nonmeteorological radar returns from

lofted dust or debris, as such processes are not param-

eterized or simulated by the model; the simulated hook

echoes are similar in structure to those seen in previous

model studies (e.g., Xue et al. 2014). In observed

tornadoes, lofted dust and debris often contribute to an

enhanced reflectivity ring; the absence of this process in

the simulated tornadoes likely contributes to the lack of

a distinct ‘‘eye’’ in the center of the tornado (Bluestein

et al. 2007). The effect of debris is evident in KTLX

reflectivity observations of the Newcastle–Moore storm

(Fig. 8a), in the form of an enhanced region of re-

flectivity (debris ball signature) collocated with the

tornado vortex (Fig. 8b).

Updraft velocity, vertical vorticity, and horizontal

wind speed at 10m above the surface are plotted in the

immediate vicinity of the tornadic vortices in Figs. 6b–d

and Figs. 7b–d. The tornadic vortex is well-defined in

each of these model fields at 2040 UTC in both mem-

ber 1 (Figs. 6b–d) and member 4 (Figs. 7b–d). In both

members, the radius of maximum wind of the tornado

at 10m is approximately 400m (Figs. 6d and 7d), or

approximately eight times the model grid spacing, sug-

gesting that the tornado is relatively well resolved on

the 50-m grid. The highest wind speeds are located on

the southeast side of the tornadic circulation, where the

FIG. 5. Time series of (a),(b) domain-wide maximum horizontal wind speed (m s21) and (c),(d) domain-wide

maximum negative pressure perturbation (hPa). Data are plotted (a),(c) at 0.2 s intervals, and (b),(d) as 3-s running

averages. Shaded regions in (a) and (b) indicate wind thresholds associated with enhanced Fujita scale ratings, from

EF0 (lightest) to EF5 (darkest).
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wind speed from the rotation of the vortex is aligned

with the direction of motion of the tornado, and exceed

90ms21 at this time in member 1 (Fig. 6d) and 70ms21

in member 4 (Fig. 7d).

The structure of the tornadic vortex and the flow in its

vicinity exhibit features consistent with those reported

in previous observational studies of tornadoes. In both

member 1 (Fig. 6b) and member 4 (Fig. 7b), updraft

FIG. 6. Plots of (a) radar reflectivity, (b) vertical wind speed, (c) vertical vorticity, and (d) horizontal wind speed at 10m above the

surface in the region of the tornadic circulation of ensemble member 1 at 2040 UTC. The thick black box shown in (a) indicates the region

shown in (b)–(d). City borders are indicated in dark purple, and roads are shown in light gray. Vertical vorticity contours at intervals of

0.3 s21 starting from 0.4 s21 are overlaid in (a).
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speeds at 10m above the surface in the tornado are at a

maximum in an annular ring approximately located

immediately inside of the radius of maximum horizontal

wind. The updraft within this annulus is relatively in-

tense, exceeding 20ms21 in member 1 (Fig. 6b), and

15ms21 in member 4 (Fig. 7b), even though the level is

only 10m above ground, indicating very large vertical

acceleration and therefore stretching near the surface.

Within the ring of updrafts, there is a strong downdraft

in the core of the tornadic circulation, in excess of

20m s21 in member 1 (Fig. 6b), and 10m s21 in member

4 (Fig. 7b). This vertical wind structure, with a central

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for member 4 at 2040UTC. The dark gray line in (a) indicates the path of the vertical cross section plotted in Fig. 9.
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downdraft surrounded by a ring of updrafts, is consistent

with a two-cell vortex (Davies-Jones 1986; Davies-Jones

et al. 2001), a structure which has been reported in prior

tornadic simulations (e.g., Wood and Brown 2011; Xue

et al. 2014); the downward pressure gradient force as-

sociated with larger negative pressure perturbations

within the vortex near ground is the primary cause for

this downdraft. The two-cell structure of the tornado

vortex has many similarities with the inner core

structures of an intense typhoon/hurricane having an

axisymmetric eyewall (Houze 2010). In member 4

(Fig. 7), a satellite vortex (Agee et al. 1976) is pres-

ent at 2040 UTC about 1.5 km to the east-southeast of

the primary vortex, as evidenced by a slight notch in

the reflectivity field (Fig. 7a), and local maxima in the

updraft, vertical vorticity, and horizontal wind fields

(Figs. 7b–d)—similar satellite vortices (in terms of

relative positioning and scale) have been observed via

radar in prior observational studies (e.g., Wurman and

Kosiba 2013).

To the west and northwest of the tornado in member

1, streamer-like regions of enhanced vorticity are evi-

dent, extending from northwest of the tornado around

its west edge and merging into the tornado circulation

on its south side (Fig. 6c). These vorticity streamers are

collocated with similar streamer-like regions of en-

hanced updraft (Fig. 6b) and slightly enhanced hori-

zontal wind speed (Fig. 6d). These features appear to be

quite similar to the ‘‘vorticity river’’ features reported by

Dahl et al. (2014). In future work, the cause of these

streamer-like features will be analyzed, and their pos-

sible role in tornadogenesis investigated.

Vertical cross sections through the main tornado and

the satellite vortex in member 4 (from WNW to ESE)

at 2040 UTC (see Fig. 7) are presented in Fig. 9 for

updraft velocity (Fig. 9a) and horizontal wind speed

(Fig. 9b), with vertical vorticity as a contoured overlay.

Thresholds for horizontal wind speed shading corre-

spond to wind speed values associated with EF scale

ratings from EF0-EF5. The two-celled nature of the

primary tornado vortex is apparent in the vertical

cross section, with downdrafts of 15–20ms21 extending

from very near the surface (approximately 350m above

mean sea level) to over 1000m above mean sea level

(Fig. 9a). Updrafts surround the downdraft region, with

updraft speeds near the surface exceeding 20ms21 on

the western side of the vortex (Fig. 9a). The horizontal

winds are strongest on the eastern side of the vortex

(Fig. 9b), due in part to the translational motion of the

storm. The satellite vortex appears as an extension to-

ward the surface of positive updraft speed and higher

horizontal wind speed, approximately 2.5 km east of the

primary tornado vortex (Fig. 9).

c. Ensemble and probabilistic tornado forecasts

Ensemble probabilistic prediction of tornadoes, and

meaningful verification of the resultant forecasts, is very

challenging due to the highly localized nature of torna-

does and often substantial differences in the timing (see

Fig. 4) and location/path (see Fig. 3) of the predicted

tornadoes among the ensemble members. To address

these challenges, we will consider probabilistic forecasts

of the presence of a tornado within a given distance of a

point at any time during the forecast—an approach that

considers the full swath of the tornado in this manner

allows for variation in timing among members, and the

use of a ‘‘neighborhood’’ allows for error in the tornado

track. A variety of neighborhood radii are considered,

ranging from 100m to 20km. A Gaussian smoother

with a standard deviation equal to the neighborhood

radius is applied to the raw probabilistic forecasts to

further account for positional uncertainty and variation

among members. This approach is similar to that used

quasi-operationally in the NOAA Hazardous Weather

Testbed (HWT) spring experiment for probabilistic

predictions of severe weather hazards (Jirak et al. 2012;

CAPS 2016). Schwartz and Sobash (2017) present a

review on the neighborhood approaches.

FIG. 8. Observed (a) radar reflectivity and (b) radial velocity

from the 0.58 tilt of WSR-88D KTLX at 2013 UTC 20 May 2013

for the region of the Newcastle–Moore tornado and its parent

supercell.
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While tornadoes can be identified in many model

fields, we consider probabilistic forecasts using two of

the most directly relevant model fields: horizontal wind

speed and vertical vorticity. For wind speed, we consider

29ms21, the minimum wind value associated with the

EF0 range of the enhanced Fujita scale (American

Meteorological Society 2013), as the minimum thresh-

old for the presence of a tornado. For vertical vorticity,

we use a threshold of 0.4 s21; as mentioned in section 4a,

this threshold was chosen empirically via preliminary

evaluations of model forecast fields and structures.

All forecasts will consider values of the wind and/or

vorticity fields at the first model level, or about 10m

above ground.

Ensemble-based forecasts of the probability of a tor-

nado occurring within 2km of a point during the fore-

cast period are presented in Fig. 10 using wind alone

as a criterion (Fig. 10a), vorticity alone as a criterion

(Fig. 10b), and requiring both wind and vorticity criteria

to be met (Fig. 10c). In each case, swaths of nonzero

tornado probability extend from near the start of the

observed tornado track, following the observed track

eastward for most of its length, then extending northeast

beyond the end of the observed track through the east-

ern portions of the Oklahoma City metropolitan area

and into regions just to the east (Fig. 10). The highest

probabilities are located in the northeastern portion

of the predicted swath, with maxima ranging from

approximately 0.3 in the forecast requiring both wind

and vorticity criteria to be met (Fig. 10c) to nearly 0.4 in

the forecast requiring only the wind criterion to be met

(Fig. 10a). The predicted swath is slightly wider and

probabilities are generally slightly higher when only one

criterion is applied (Figs. 10a,b) than when both criteria

are used together (Fig. 10c), but all three forecasts

largely agree in terms of swath length and position.

Given this general agreement, and given that the wind

field is most directly related with the societal impacts of

tornadoes, using explicit forecasts of 10-m wind speed

as a basis for meaningful probabilistic tornado forecasts

may be the most useful method in a Warn-on-Forecast

context, and is feasible for ensembles similar to the one

used in this study.

To evaluate the impact of the size of the neighbor-

hood used in probabilistic forecast product generation

on the skill of the tornado probabilistic forecast, we

verify forecasts of tornado probability using the same set

of criteria as in Fig. 10 for distances ranging from 100m

to 20km against the observed path of EF0 or greater

damage from the damage survey of the Newcastle–

Moore tornado. The results are presented in terms of

area under the relative operating characteristic curve

(AUC; Mason 1982; Mason and Graham 1999) in

Fig. 11. The Gaussian filter to smooth the probabilis-

tic forecasts verified in Fig. 11 uses a standard devia-

tion equal to the neighborhood radius. A tornado is

FIG. 9. Vertical cross sections through the tornado and satellite vortex inmember 4 at 2040UTC (from northwest

to southeast along the dark gray line in Fig. 7a). Shown are (a) updraft velocity (shaded) and vertical vorticity

(contoured), and (b) horizontal wind speed (shaded) and vertical vorticity (contoured). Vertical vorticity is con-

toured, from lightest to darkest contours, at thresholds of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 s21. The area near the bottom of each

panel, shaded in brown, is below the ground.
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considered to have occurred in the model at a given

grid point if a tornado is present, according to the cri-

teria being evaluated, anywhere in that grid point’s

neighborhood.

Regardless of whether the wind criterion, the vor-

ticity criterion, or both are applied, the forecasts

exhibit the greatest skill in terms of AUC for neigh-

borhood radii of 2.0 to 2.5 km, peaking at AUC of ap-

proximately 0.9. Forecast skill is slightly higher when

only one of the wind or vorticity criteria are applied than

when both are, and skill is slightly greater for the

vorticity criterion than for the wind criterion at radii of

2.0 km or less (Fig. 11). The difference in skill between

the wind- and vorticity-based forecasts at small neigh-

borhood radii results, at least in part, from slightly re-

duced incidence of false alarms to the northeast of the

observed track when using the vorticity criterion com-

pared to the wind criterion (see Figs. 10a,b), and small

differences in the positioning of the wind and vorticity

swaths within individual member forecasts. For neigh-

borhood radii exceeding 2.0 km, the wind and vortic-

ity criteria, applied individually, produce very similar

results in terms of AUC. Regardless of the criteria used,

all tornado forecasts evaluated exhibited useful opera-

tional skill (AUC . 0.7; Buizza et al. 1999) for all

neighborhood radii tested from 0.75 to 10.0 km. We

note, however, that several forecast members (i.e.,

members 1, 4, 6, and 8) had ongoing tornadoes at the end

of the forecast period; had the forecast period been ex-

tended beyond 2100 UTC (which would also have

required a larger 50-m domain), this could have led to

additional false alarms which would have negatively

impacted the forecast skill.

To better illustrate the impact of the choice of

neighborhood size on the probabilistic tornado fore-

casts, forecasts of the probability of a tornado within 0.5,

2.0, and 5.0 km of a point, calculated using the wind

criterion, are compared in Fig. 12. When a very small

neighborhood of 0.5 km is used (Fig. 12a), the paths of

tornadoes within individual members are evident in the

FIG. 10. Probability of (a) horizontal wind speed at 10m above

the surface exceeding 29m s21, (b) vertical vorticity at 10m above

the surface exceeding 0.4 s21, and (c) both the wind and vorticity

criteria beingmet within 2 km of a point, with a Gaussian filter with

a standard deviation of 2 km applied. Also shown are county

boundaries (in black) and urban boundaries (in purple).

FIG. 11. Area under the relative operating characteristic curve

(AUC) of forecasts of the probability of a tornado within a given

radius of a point, smoothed using a Gaussian filter with a standard

deviation of the same radius, as a function of radius using criteria of

vorticity. 0.4 s21 (red), horizontal wind speed. 29.0m s21 (blue),

and both the vorticity and wind criteria together (green), at the first

vertical model level above the surface, to indicate the presence of

a tornado within the ensemble members.
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probability field, particularly near the observed tornado

track. Probabilities also remain relatively low when a

very small neighborhood radius is used, as tornadoes in

separate members must cross paths or pass within just

a few hundred meters of a given point to generate

probabilities exceeding 0.1 (Fig. 12a). When the neigh-

borhood is increased to 2.0 km (Fig. 12b), individual

member tornado paths are no longer evident in the

probability field, and probabilities are generally higher

within the region where tornadoes occurred in the

ensemble, particularly near and to the northeast of

the observed tornado track (Fig. 12b). This pattern

continues as the neighborhood is expanded to 5.0 km

(Fig. 12c), with still higher probabilities; at this larger

radius, however, the probability field extends well

away from the track of tornadoes within the ensemble

(cf. Fig. 12c and Fig. 3), and small areas with wind ex-

ceeding 29m s21 away from the primary tornado track

are exaggerated into large regions of low probabil-

ity, particularly in the southeast portion of the domain

(cf. Fig. 12a and Fig. 12c).

The comparison in Fig. 12 helps to explain the pattern

of skill shown in Fig. 11. When a very small neighbor-

hood is used (Fig. 12a), areas of nonzero probability

are closely confined to the tornado tracks within each

member, leading to gaps in the probability field near

the observed tornado track that greatly decreased the

probability of detection (and as a result, the AUC) for

small neighborhood radii. As the neighborhood was

increased to 2.0 (Fig. 12b) and 5.0 km (Fig. 12c), these

gaps in the probability field disappeared, but the region

of false alarms associated with the tornadoes that oc-

curred to the northeast of the observed track in many

members had an increasingly negative impact on the

AUC as the neighborhood radius increased, as did the

increasing impact of small areas of wind exceeding

29m s21 away from the primary observed tornado track

(Fig. 12c). The balance of these two factors resulted

in the AUC being maximized for neighborhood radii

of approximately 2.0 km. Considering this, and taking

into account operational concerns (e.g., how far from

the tornado would be desirable for a probabilistic

operational product to extend), as well as forecast

uncertainties, a neighborhood radius of anywhere from

2 to 10km would likely be appropriate for future oper-

ational (or quasi operational) tornado-resolving sys-

tems. The societal implications of the radius chosen, and

skill over a range of cases would need to be considered

to arrive at an operationally optimal neighborhood ra-

dius, though such considerations are beyond the scope

of this study.

d. Comparison of explicit tornado forecasts to
forecasts of updraft helicity

In convection-permitting ensembles with resolution

sufficient to capture supercell thunderstorms but in-

sufficient to capture tornadoes or tornado-like vortices

(typically using horizontal grid spacing ranging from

500m to 4 km), updraft helicity (UH; Kain et al. 2008)

is often used as a proxy for tornado potential associ-

ated with supercell thunderstorms (e.g., Kain et al.

2010; Sobash et al. 2011; Jirak et al. 2014; Gallo et al.

2016). UH is computed as the product of the vertical

component of vorticity and updraft speed integrated

vertically over a specified depth of the atmosphere,

FIG. 12. Probability of horizontal wind speed at 10m above the

surface exceeding 29m s21 within a radius of (a) 0.5, (b) 2.0, and

(c) 5.0 km of a point, with a Gaussian filter with a standard devia-

tion of the same radius applied. Also shown are county boundaries

(in black) and urban boundaries (in purple).
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often between 2 and 5 km above the surface. As a

product of a quantity measuring rotation (vertical

vorticity) and updraft speed, UH directly indicates the

presence of rotating updrafts within a model forecast,

and has been shown to have considerable skill as a

proxy for forecasts of tornadic storms (e.g., Gallo et al.

2016). Because of the exceptionally high computa-

tional cost of tornado-resolving forecasts, however,

direct comparisons of predicted UH swaths to the

paths of tornadoes within the same model forecast

have, to the knowledge of the authors, not previously

been made.

In Fig. 13, we perform such a comparison for UH

over two separate layers: 0–3 km (Fig. 13a) and the more

commonly used 2–5 km (Fig. 13b), with the goal of

quantifying the utility and possible biases of the proba-

bilistic UH forecasts compared to explicit forecasts of

10-m wind exceeding the tornadic threshold (calculated

as in Fig. 10a). The probabilistic UH forecasts shown in

Fig. 13 are calculated using the same procedure as the

probabilistic forecasts of wind and vorticity presented in

Fig. 10. UH is typically used as an indicator of features

on the scale of mesocyclones; to ensure we are focusing

on structures on this scale, and not smaller, tornado-

scale structures, we calculate UH from data horizontally

averaged to a grid spacing of 1 km. UH is calculated

using a neighborhood of 2 km, a threshold of 800m2 s22

for UH in the 0–3-km layer (Fig. 13a) and a threshold of

1800m2 s22 for UH in the 2–5-km layer (Fig. 13b). The

differing thresholds used for the 0–3- and 2–5-km layers

are necessitated by the fact that UH is substantially

higher over the 2–5-km layer due to substantially

stronger updrafts in the midlevels of the troposphere

compared to those near the surface. We also note that

the UH field used in Fig. 13 is calculated at the full

vertical resolution allowed by the model rather than by

averaging over coarser vertical layers, such as the three

1-km-deep layers used in Kain et al. (2008). UH is cal-

culated in this manner to allow us to focus on biases

present in the model fields rather than those introduced

by vertical interpolation.

Overall, the probabilistic forecast swaths forUH, both

in the 0–3-km layer (Fig. 13a) and the 2–5-km layer

(Fig. 13b) are qualitatively quite similar to the proba-

bilistic forecast swath for 10-m wind exceeding 29m s21.

The extent and path of both swaths is similar, andmaxima

and minima are similarly located for both probabilistic

fields. For bothUH layers, there is a slight northwestward

bias of the UH field relative to the probabilistic forecast

of tornadic winds at the surface, ranging from a few

hundred meters to around 1.5km (Fig. 13); this bias is

largest for thewestern portion of the predicted swath, and

slightly larger for UH over the 2–5-km layer (Fig. 13b)

than for UH over the 0–3-km layer (Fig. 13a). This small

but persistent bias is a result of both tilt of the storm

updraft with height and the position of the tornado at the

surface relative to the center of the parent mesocyclone

(UH, particularly over the 2–5-km layer, is maximized

over the midlevel mesocyclone circulation, and previous

studies (e.g., Kain et al. 2008) attribute the skill of UH as

a predictor of tornadic potential to its ability to detect

mesocyclones). The northwestward tilt of the tornado

and mesocyclone circulations with height implied by

these results agrees with previously reported radar ob-

servations of tornadic supercells (e.g., Mahre et al. 2018);

such tilt may be linked to the balance between low-level

inflow and cold pool, as suggested by Snook and Xue

(2008). Despite the aforementioned bias, predicted

swaths of tornadic wind at the surface and of UHwithin

the ensemble show remarkable similarity in terms of

these probabilistic forecasts. Such results are expected,

as a strong low-level rotating updraft (as measured

by UH) would promote strong vertical velocity accel-

eration and vertical vorticity stretching near the surface,

FIG. 13. Contours of probability of (a) 0–3-km updraft helicity

exceeding 800m2 s22 and (b) 2–5-km updraft helicity exceeding

1800m2 s22 within 2 km of a point, calculated using data smoothed

to a horizontal grid spacing of 1 km, with a Gaussian filter with a

standard deviation of 2 km applied. The probability of the 10-m

horizontal wind speed exceeding 29m s21, calculated as in Fig. 12b

using unsmoothed 50-m data, is included in each panel (shaded) to

facilitate comparison.
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and rapid intensification of surface vortex, leading to the

genesis and intensification of tornado.

5. Summary and discussion

In this study, we perform a ten-member ensemble

forecast for the 20 May 2013 Newcastle–Moore EF5

tornado and its parent storm using a model domain with

50-m horizontal grid spacing nested within a 500-m grid

spacing storm-scale ensemble (Snook et al. 2016) which

assimilated radar and surface observations using an

ensemble Kalman filter. Forecasts were initialized at

1930 UTC, approximately 26min prior to the formation

of the Newcastle–Moore tornado, and were run for a

period of 90min, ending at 2100 UTC. From this en-

semble of tornado-resolving forecasts, ensemble-based

probabilistic forecasts of tornadic circulations at the

surface were produced and verified, using both wind and

vorticity as criteria, and these forecasts were compared

to ensemble-based probabilistic forecast swaths of up-

draft helicity (UH) over the 0–3- and 2–5-km layers.

The structure of tornadic vortices in individual members

was also examined.

Tornadic circulations were present in all forecast

members, with four of the 10 ensemble members pre-

dicting tornadoes with wind speeds associated with EF5

tornadoes (90m s21). Among the 10 ensemblemembers,

there was substantial variation in the tornado intensity,

duration, and path. Peak tornado intensity, as estimated

from wind speed, varied from EF0 in member 10 to EF5

in members 1, 4, 6, and 7. In all members, the predicted

supercell thunderstorm moved to the northeast more

quickly than the observed Newcastle–Moore storm. In

members predicting intense tornadoes, this overly fast

northeastward motion, along with the persistence of the

tornado within the forecast members well after the end

of the observed tornado at 2035 UTC, resulted in fore-

cast swaths of tornadic winds that extend well to the

north and east of the observed tornado damage path.

The problem of storms moving too quickly within

storm-scale NWP forecasts, particularly for supercell

thunderstorm cases, has been consistently noted in

quite a few prior studies (e.g., Stensrud and Gao 2010;

Dawson et al. 2012; Xue et al. 2014; Yussouf et al. 2015;

Supinie et al. 2017). Several theories have been put

forward to explain the bias within NWP models toward

overly fast storm motion, including inability of the

model to adequately replicate the pressure perturba-

tions and vertical accelerations responsible for the de-

viation of supercell storm motion from the mean flow

(Stensrud and Gao 2010), issues relating to turbulence

parameterization (Fiori et al. 2010), and errors in the

analyzed near-storm environment (Xue et al. 2014).

While identifying and correcting the source(s) of error

responsible for model storms moving too quickly re-

mains an important research topic, it is beyond the scope

of this study. Nonetheless, the relatively small total area

covered by model predicted tornadoes (both in terms

of wind swaths and probabilistic predictions) compared

to the area covered by NWS tornado warnings issued

for this storm suggests that, if such displacement and

timing errors can be remedied in future ensemble tor-

nado prediction studies, a Warn-on-Forecast approach

using a tornado-resolving ensemble forecast has the

potential to lead to more precise warnings and reduced

occurrence of false alarms. Also of note is that themodel

predictions presented in this study were initialized at

1930 UTC, 10 minutes before the first tornado warning

was issued at 1940. If tornado-resolving ensemble fore-

casts can be produced quickly enough, they will be

able to provide much longer lead time than today’s

detection-based warnings; this is the key concept behind

Warn-on-Forecast.

When time series of maximum wind speed within the

tornado were examined, the highest wind speeds pre-

dicted by the ensemble members containing EF5 tor-

nadoes (100–130ms21), are similar to or slightly higher

than those reported in radar observations from high-end

intense tornadoes (e.g., Burgess et al. 2002). Pressure

perturbations within the most intense tornadoes in

the ensemble ranged between approximately 80 and

120 hPa; such deviations are similar to those observed

by in situ pressure measurements within intense torna-

does (e.g., Karstens et al. 2010). The structure of intense

tornadoes within the ensemble members was similar

between members, consisting of a central downdraft

region surrounded by a ring of updrafts near the radius

of maximum wind (approximately 400m), typical of a

two-cell vortex. Key features present in observed tor-

nadoes, including a weak echo notch and a region of

relatively low reflectivity within the tornado itself, were

present in the model-derived reflectivity forecasts.

Ensemble-based probabilistic forecasts of tornadoes

being present within a given distance of a point (using

neighborhood radii varying from 0.1 to 20.0 km) were

produced using both wind and vorticity criteria; the

probabilistic forecast swaths were qualitatively similar

for predictions made using either of these fields or both

fields together. While skillful forecasts, in terms of area

under the relative operating characteristic curve, were

produced for all neighborhood radii between 0.75 and

20.0 km, forecast skill was maximized for neighborhood

radii of 2.0 to 2.5 km. Though a neighborhood of ap-

proximately 2.0 km produced the most skillful forecasts

for this case, we note that the optimal neighborhood

radius would likely vary depending on the level of
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spread within the ensemble and other parameters of the

case chosen (including the width of tornadoes produced

within the ensemble and the speed at which the storms

are moving). Additional cases should be examined to

evaluate the impact of these factors and to enable a

more general recommendation for the neighborhood

parameters for similar forecasts. Furthermore, if a

method similar to this is used to produce operational

probabilistic tornado forecasts at some point in the fu-

ture, additional factors will need to be considered in the

choice of neighborhood radius, including the tolerance

for false alarms and misses in an operational context.

The ensemble size will also likely be a factor to consider.

Performing similar ensemble forecast studies using dif-

ferent cases is also important to evaluate the robustness

of the findings of this study, as a single case study alone is

insufficient to establish that tornado-resolving ensem-

bles will generally be able to capture the intensity, tim-

ing, and location of observed tornadoes.

Ensemble-based probabilistic forecasts of UH

exceeding a specified threshold over the 0–3- and

2–5-km layers produced swaths that were qualitatively

very similar to those of tornadic wind and vorticity at the

surface, with similar placement of maxima and minima.

A slight northwestward bias, ranging from a few hun-

dred meters to around 1.5 km, was present in the UH

swath relative to those predicted using the surface wind

and vorticity fields, attributable to the tilt of the storm

updraft with height and the placement of the tornado at

the surface relative to the center of its parent mesocy-

clone. The strong agreement between the UH fore-

casts and the forecasts of surface variables explicitly

indicative of a tornado (i.e., wind and vorticity) suggests

that UH is a rather good proxy for the path of torna-

dic winds at the surface, at least for UH based on

the tornado-resolving forecasts. Comparisons of UH

to surface-level tornadic features in more tornado-

resolving forecasts will be needed to evaluate the ro-

bustness of this result. Furthermore, because real time

tornado-resolving ensemble forecasts are still far from

reality due to extreme computational cost, practical

model-based predictions will remain at nontornado-

resolving resolutions in the near future. For this

reason, the tornado-prediction skill of convective

storm-resolving forecasts with resolutions on the order

of 1 km based on proxy parameters such as UH is worth

investigation, in comparison to the direct predictions of

tornado-resolving forecasts. In a future study, we will

examine this topic based on ensemble forecasts pro-

duced at 500-m grid spacing, and grid spacings between

500 and 50m.

The substantial differences in the tornadoes predicted

between the members of our forecast ensemble, as well

as errors in speed, placement, and timing of the pre-

dicted tornadoes (which occur well later than and to the

northeast of the observed tornado in several members),

highlights the need for further study into the practical

and intrinsic predictability of tornadoes, with the help

of very-high-resolution convective forecast ensembles.

The sensitivity of the tornado forecast to initial condi-

tion errors and differences, in both the storm regions

and in the storm environments, also require investiga-

tion. In addition, we note that there may be substantial

sensitivity of the tornado forecast to timing of initiali-

zation of the 50-m grid, or to the timing of data assimi-

lation on the outer (500m) grid; these factors also

require further investigation.We also note that, because

the 500-m run cannot explicitly resolve tornadoes, there

appears not to be a direct relation between the simu-

lated tornado on the 50-m grid and the simulated su-

percell characteristics on the 500-m grid. Investigating

which aspects of the parent storm determine the char-

acteristics of embedded tornado is a separate research

question related to both tornado dynamics and pre-

dictability; for example, Coffer et al. (2017) and Yokota

et al. (2018) found that the vertical perturbed pressure

gradient force resulting from themesocyclone to be vital

for tornadogenesis, and Roberts and Xue (2017) found

that the ingestion of frictionally generated vorticity into

the low-level mesocyclone led to lowering of the meso-

cyclone circulation and the creation of a strong upward

pressure gradient force, ultimately contributing to tor-

nadogenesis. Investigating these topics will require a

separate study. Studies on these topics could be partic-

ularly relevant for the planned development of opera-

tional Warn-on-Forecast systems capable of predicting

tornadic hazards (Stensrud et al. 2009). In addition to

predictability considerations, examination of the sour-

ces of model error and model error growth, including

sensitivity to the choice of microphysical scheme, could

be valuable in producingmore skillful tornado forecasts.

We note that limitations in available computational

resources remain a strong limiting factor in our ability to

perform tornado-scale ensemble forecast studies. Each

ensemble member forecast produced during this study

required more than 100 000 core-hours on a high-end

supercomputing system to complete, limiting the size

of the ensemble that could be produced at a reason-

able computational cost. While this study suggests that

tornado-resolving ensembles can provide operationally

useful probabilistic forecast information regarding tor-

nadic hazards, the immense computational expense re-

quired to produce them renders such a system, now and

for the foreseeable future, impractical for real-time

operational use. Future work investigating the skill

of probabilistic predictions of tornado-like vortices in
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ensembles using somewhat coarser grids (with horizon-

tal spacing on the order of 100–500m) is under way and

could provide valuable information into the grid spacing

needed to provide skillful tornado probabilistic fore-

casts. If forecasts on coarser grids prove capable of

producing comparable results to those of the 50-m grids

used in this study, the transition of such a system into an

operational or quasi-operational computing environ-

ment would be far more feasible.

Finally, we note that the 50-m ensemble dataset pro-

duced in this study could be used for diagnostic analyses

aimed at better understanding tornadogenesis dynam-

ics, as was done in the most recent study of Yokota et al.

(2018) for their ensemble forecasts at 50-m grid spacing

of tornadoes occurring within a supercell storm over

Japan. In future work, we plan to perform diagnos-

tic analyses on the ensemble simulations for the un-

derstanding of tornadogenesis dynamics, following

the approaches of Yokota et al. (2018) and other

recent dynamical studies of tornadoes and tornado-

genesis processes (e.g., Schenkman et al. 2014; Dawson

et al. 2016; Roberts et al. 2016; Roberts and Xue 2017).

Other possible future work using this dataset will in-

clude using the vortex wind analysis method of Q. Xu

et al. (2015, 2017) to generate simulated observations of

the tornado from individual 50-m forecasts, which will

be used in data assimilation studies with the goal of

improving the prediction (in terms of track and timing)

of the tornado and its parent supercell, and performing

detailed dynamical analyses of substorm-scale features

(such as satellite vortices and near-surface vorticity

streamers).
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